
 

 

 

 

 

List of New Courses Introduced in the Academic Year 2020-2021 

EVEN SEM 

 

S.No Course Code Name of the Course 

1 SCSA1204 Python Programming 

2 SAIC4002 Society 5.0 

3 SCSA2402 Code Optimization and Debugging-II 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 

SCSA2402 

 

CODE OPTIMIZATION AND DEBUGGING - II 

L T P Credits Total Marks 

0 0 2 1 100 
 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

 To analyze the programming logic and apply the appropriate design approach. 
 To optimize the speed of the program by using proper utilization of available memory. 
 To make use of performance tools for tracking the application. 
 To have a capacity to analyze and design software systems, components to meet desired needs. 
 To have a working ability and grasping attitude to design and conduct object-oriented analysis. 

 

SUGGESTED LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 

 
1. Implement minimum heap allocation in java. 
2. Implement string builder in java. 
3. Implement concurrency control using java. 
4. Checking the current log level using java. 
5. Implement Garbage collection using java. 
6. Implement grid line in object oriented analysis and design. 
7. Implement grid with two sets of diagonal lines in object oriented analysis and design. 
8. Implement concurrency in object oriented analysis and design. 
9. Implement design optimization for removing non usable associations in object oriented analysis and design. 
10. Implement sparing and storing derived attributes associations in object oriented analysis and design. 

 
 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

On completion of the course, student will be able to 

CO1 - Understand the impact of performance hits during application 

runtime. CO2 - Implement optimal functions for improving the 

performance. 
CO3 - Analyze the proper utilization of memory for code. 
CO4 - Design experiments using UML, as well as to analyze and evaluate their models. 
CO5 - Discussing and understanding analysis and design heuristics that are involved in the 

course. 
CO6 - Students will learn and understand how to map one style of diagrammatic notations into 
another. 
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